TO: ANNAN, UNATTACH, NEW YORK
FROM: J.-R. BOOTH-BOON, SRSG, UNATTACH, NEW YORK

INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 291600B NOV TO 301600B NOV 93.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: 3

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.

2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 291600B NOV TO 301600B NOV 93.

I. GEN SITUATION. TENSE AT RUHEGERI. THE TOWN IS DESERTED.

II. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.
   a. POLITICAL. MEETING OF UNDP, RGF AND RPF HELD AT 
      NGONDORE (6529) ON 30 NOV.
   b. MILITARY.
      (1) RGF. RGF HAS TAKEN UP POSNS IN AND AROUND THE 
          TOWN RUHEGERI FOLLOWING THE LATEST KILLING IN 
          RUHEGERI AREA.
      (2) RPF. NTR
      (3) OTHERS.
          (a) ON 29 NOV AT 2300 HRS ONE GROUP OF ARMED MEN 
              ATTACKED RGF POSNS AT KIBATCA (3227) WHILE 
              ANOTHER GROUP ATTACKED VILLAGES RUMANANYONI (3527) 
              AND RUKARAMA (3526) KILLING 17 PEOPLE AND 10 
              MISSING. KNIFE AND AK-47 WERE USED IN THE 
              KILLING. IT IS AllegED THAT THESE ARMED MEN WERE 
              PUTTING ON MILITARY UNIFORM. RUHEGERI TOWN IS 
              DESERTED AND RGF HAS TAKEN UP POSNS AROUND THE 
              TOWN. UNMOS SAW 17 DEAD BODIES. THERE ARE GRINDIC 
              FIRING IN THE TOWN. UNMOS ARE NOT FEELING SAFE IN 
              RUHEGERI. A SPECIAL TEAM OF UNMOS HEADED BY DMZ 
              SEC CMD SENT TO THE AREA.
          (b) THERE IS ALSO A REPORT OF SHOOTING ON THE 
              NIGHT OF 27/28 NOV AT MUKINGO (5029). UNMOS ARE 
              INVESTIGATING THE INCIDENT.
          (c) MIGAL AT RUHEGERI REPORTED ABOUT FIRING AT 
              1100 HRS ON 30 NOV WHICH LASTED FOR 30 MINUTES. 
              PEOPLE ARE LEAVING THE TOWN OUT OF FEAR AND 
              TENSION IN THE CITY IS MOUNTING. UNMOS ARE 
              KEEPING TRACK OF THE SITUATION AND INVESTIGATING 
              THE SHOOTING.

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.
   a. ROE. NTR
   b. SECTORS.
      (1) KIGALI. NTR
      (2) DMZ: CONDUCTED ROUTINE BTL WITHIN OWN AOR.
   c. MILOBS.
(1) CONDUCTED ROUTINE PTL WITHIN OWN AOR.

(2) ESCORTED FRENCH ENGINEER TECHNICIAN FROM DMZ TO KIGALI, UNICEF TO BYUMBA (8130) FROM KIGALI, UNDP AND RGF DELEGATION TO NGONDORE (0529) FROM KIGALI.

(3) AN UNMO RECCE TEAM WAS SENT TO BUTARE (8033) TO RECONNOITRE THE RWANDA-BURUNDI BORDER.

IV. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. UN TUNISIAN PLATOON AT NKUMBA (6938) PROVIDED BY AT THE RELIEF DISTRIBUTION POINT ESTABLISHED BY RED CROSS AT CYNOCO (9321) FOR THE LOCAL POPULATION.

V. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR

VI. LOGISTICS. THE STATE OF VEHICLES AND RADIO SETS REMAINS UNCHANGED.

VII. MISC. NTR